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In the Spotlight volunteers (Community) 

Name of Team: British Library In the Spotlight volunteers 

Names of nominator: Mia Ridge 

Affiliation/Organisation/Company: British Library 

Job title(s): Digital Curator 

Twitter account: @LibCrowds 

Email address: mia.ridge@bl.uk 

 

URL: https://playbills.libcrowds.com/ 

Summary: Since 2017, thousands of volunteers have helped bring the British Library's historic 

playbills collection to life through the In the Spotlight crowdsourcing project 

https://playbills.libcrowds.com/
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Short promo video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=000_l6kLxas  

Abstract: In the Spotlight is a crowdsourcing project designed to help make digitised playbills from 

the British Library's collections more discoverable online, and to provide opportunities for the public 
to closely engage with these historic documents.  

The British Library holds a significant collection of playbills dating from the 1730s to the 1950s. 
These playbills list entertainments at theatres, fairs, pleasure gardens and other venues. The 
Library's collection of approximately 234,000 playbills has been bound into over 1000 volumes, 
some of which have been digitised. These playbills offer a wealth of historical detail with thousands 
of personal names of actors, playwrights, composers, and theatre managers. Less well-known and 
even forgotten plays are preserved alongside popular performances and much-loved dramas. 

However, computers can't read or make sense of the text on these playbills. Printers became 
increasingly creative in the 19th century, using a range of typefaces and styles that allowed them to 
be expressive but make it hard for software to automatically transcribe the text. Theatrical traditions 
that put the name of the person receiving the box office takings (or 'benefit') for a performance in 
larger, more prominent text also make it difficult for software to parse the text for performance titles.  

In the Spotlight was built on the Pybossa platform, with a user interface and tasks designed to gather 
information that could be used by researchers in theatre history and included in the British Library's 
catalogues. A multi-part workflow first asks volunteers to mark out the titles of any named 
performances, then transcribe the title, genre and dates of those performances in subsequent tasks. 

The digital volunteers on In the Spotlight have taken up the challenge with alacrity. At the time of 
writing, over 2700 registered volunteers have contributed nearly a quarter of a million tasks, and 
over 140 volumes have been completed via thousands of contributions each week. The resulting 
titles, genres and performances of dates are freely available for download and use. With each 
volume representing a significant amount of effort, this is a remarkable achievement. 

Volunteers are encouraged to ask questions or comment on playbills they encounter during tasks, 
and their questions have led to wide-ranging and engaging conversations on the project forum 
https://community.libcrowds.com/t/in-the-spotlight and social media https://twitter.com/LibCrowds. 
These conversations highlight the generosity of our volunteers in sharing not only their time, but 
perhaps more importantly, sharing their questions, knowledge and their moments of curiosity and 
wonder. 

Research Question: Playbills are a valuable resource for research in theatre, local and family 

history, but their varied typefaces and layouts make them a challenge to automatically transcribe 
with OCR software. Before this project, playbills were only represented at the 'volume' level, with 
one record for several hundred playbills from different theatres and periods. 

How does your project showcase British Library digital content? 

This project is specifically designed to provide opportunities for the public to view and engage with 
the British Library's Playbills collection. The data it creates helps make individual playbills more 
discoverable by transcribing performance titles for inclusion in the catalogue and IIIF viewer. 

What was your approach (methodology)? 

The project implements best practice in crowdsourcing for cultural heritage, based on years of 
extensive research and practical experience. We maximise the impact of volunteers' questions 
and comments by sharing them on social media, and provide progress reports via twitter and a 
newsletter (https://us11.campaign-archive.com/home/?u=08e409d3d85876a17ac4c1d09&id=e52e46328f). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=000_l6kLxas
https://us11.campaign-archive.com/home/?u=08e409d3d85876a17ac4c1d09&id=e52e46328f
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Did you face any challenges, and if so how did you overcome them? 

The project is run on a shoestring, with a heavy reliance on the availability and goodwill of a Digital 
Curator and a curator in Printed Heritage. Limited technical support means that maintenance can 
be an issue, requiring creativity and persistence in obtaining support. 

Impact your project has made 

The project has attracted thousands of volunteers since it launched in 2017. With minimal promotion 
the site continues to attract up to 100 volunteers a month, contributing thousands of tasks a week. 
Media mentions of the project led to a donation which funded further development work on the 
platform. 

Background information of submitter (or team) 

Volunteers come from all over the world, with a particular concentration in Russian-speaking 
countries following early promotion by the then-British Council in Russia, and in English-speaking 
countries. 

 


